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Multi-Task U-Fill Models 421740, 421750
THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN OUR PRODUCTS

Please use this equipment carefully and observe all warnings and cautions.
************************************************** NOTE **************************************************
WEAR protective clothing and eyewear when dispensing chemicals, emptying equipment or changing metering tips.
ALWAYS observe safety and handling instructions
ALWAYS direct discharge away from you or other persons or into approved containers.
ALWAYS dispense cleaners and chemicals in accordance with instructions.
Exercise CAUTION when maintaining your equipment.
KEEP equipment clean to maintain proper operation.
ALWAYS re-assemble equipment according to instruction procedures. Be sure all components are firmly screwed
or latched into position.
ATTACH only to tap water outlets (25 PSI minimum, 85 PSI maximum).

U-Fill Foamer 421740
Instructions

U-Fill Sprayer 421750
Instructions
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Remove all parts from carton.
Connect garden hose to gun and water supply spigot..
Thread product bottle onto gun, tighten. (Figure 2)
With water valve in the off position, turn water supply
on at spigot.
5. Flip selector lever, black handle (product port),
to the up postion. (Figure 1)
6. Aim foamer at wall and turn water valve on.
6. Foam wall starting at the top and work down
covering entire surface.
7. Agitate areas if needed.
8. Flip selector lever (white handle) to the up position to
begin water rinse, rinse surfaces completely.
9. Turn water valve off when finished.
10. Supply hose must be disconnected from Foamer gun
after each use (Figure 3).

Selector lever

Remove all parts from carton.
Connect garden hose to water supply spigot.
Thread product bottle onto gun, tighten.
Flip selector lever, black handle (product port) to the
up position .
5. With water valve in the off position, turn water supply
on at spigot.
6. Aim sprayer toward surface to be cleaned and turn
water valve on.
7. Spray surface to be cleaned.
8. Agitate areas if needed.
9. Turn gray handle ball valve off.
10. Flip selector lever (white handle) to up position
to rinse.
11. Turn water valve to on and rinse surfaces.
12. Supply hose must be disconnected from Sprayer gun
after each use (Figure 3).

Water valve
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